Lewandowski appointed OPEIU's top organizer

President Howard Coughlin has appointed Arthur P. Lewandowski as Director of Organization—a post he has held since the last year OPEIU was led by the late John R. Kret. Lewandowski has served in the OPEIU in 1950 as an organizer and, in 1954, joined the OPEIU in Chicago as Business Manager of Local 9 in Milwaukee, his native city. In 1954, he joined the International staff as Representative for the North Central Organizational Conference area, and was later named Regional Director for Region VII, serving in this capacity until his new appointment.

He has traveled widely in the U.S. and Canada for the last seven years conducting the OPEIU Regional Educational Conferences. As part of his new duties, he will be responsible to conduct these annual conferences.

Last year he was elected Vice-President for Region VII, comprising the states of Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and North and South Dakota. He is also a member of OPEIU's Executive Board.

During World War II he graduated in 1950 with a Ph.B. in Journalism. With his wife, Elaine, he has moved to Ridgeland, N.J., a short commuting distance from international headquarters.

Wall St. local reports 56% growth

Is there a "bull market" developing in white-collar unionism? President John R. Kret of OPEIU's Wall Street Local 205 (United Financial Employees) says there is, citing that bargaining unit as proof. Within the past eight months it has renegotiated three contracts covering members employed on the Wall Street exchange, the American Stock Exchange, and the N.Y. Cotton Exchange. Membership has increased by 56% in the past year and is still climbing.

Although Wall Street never welcomed unions, Kret smiles broadly as he points proudly to a huge chart hanging on a wall at Local 205's office. The line, showing membership gains, zooms upward on the chart like a spaceship taking off at Cape Kennedy.

"All three exchanges know now that when we sit down to negotiate we carry weight behind us," he says. "A little more than a year ago, Local 205 had exactly 1,064 members—just about half those eligible to join.

"We opened up a vigorous membership drive that brought the total up to 1,425 by March, just before we opened contract negotiations at the Big Board. Suddenly it dawned on non-members that the union was fighting their battle also. They began to sign up in droves. By the end of June we were fast approaching the 1,800-mark, despite the high personnel turnover resulting from the fact that many exchange employees go on to jobs in brokerage houses.

"We expect to reach the 1,800 target by September when our Executive Board meets again after the vacation season. We will then shoot for the 2,000 mark by the year's end. Most employees now realize that good contracts depend on high union membership in the bargaining unit."

Kret estimates that Local 205 has a potential of 2,100 eligibles on the three exchanges. He is now studying new plans not only to increase membership, but to keep it constantly interested in what unionism can do aside from "bread-and-butter" issues.

He says he has "big surprises" in store and that the local is in contention for the Henderson B. Douglas 5500 Award with plaque.

2,330 members at TVA until $3 million package

Wage increases of 5.7% went into effect June 29 for 2,330 clerical and administrative employees of the Tennessee Valley Authority employed by the OPEIU, following the wrap-up of annual negotiations. In dollar figures, the raises range from $190 to $1,000 per year and will add nearly $3 million to TVA's annual payroll.

The agreement covers 3,870 TVA employees represented by five unions comprising the Salaries Policy Employee Panel. Major improvements in fringe benefits increase the annual salary ceiling for eligibility for full health plan premiums; raise the severance pay maximum from 70 to 105 days, and add to evening and night shift differentials.

Panel View Accepted

TVA accepted a Panel proposal that employees working more than 16 consecutive hours not be charged annual leave during their required rest period, and agreed to maintain for up to 12 months its health insurance premium contributions for employees receiving workmen's compensation payments.

A plan for limited arbitration of negotiating impasses, possible remedies for employees' parking problems, and a separate over-time proposal were put off for discussion until autumn.

Final settlement between the Panel and TVA was reached May 17, but terms of the agreement were withheld for about two weeks.

Salaries for employees represented by the OPEIU are classified under SA, SB and SC schedules. Schedule SA involves positions which are primarily management-service functions on both a professional and administrative level, including such functions as budgeting, accounting, legal reporting, information, procurement, property and supply. Basic qualifications for these jobs include training equivalent to a college education in general or specialized management-service fields.

There are four grades under the SA schedule with the starting salary in the lowest grade $7,920, running to $15,700 in the top SA-4 scale.

Revised Rates Schedule SB includes all classes of positions which primarily involve general or specialized clerical, secretarial, and office machine functions. The basic qualifications normally include work experience or training in specialized clerical duties.

There are six salary grades under the SC schedule, which includes primarily general-service functions such as printing, cafeteria work, building service and property protection, normally requiring on-the-job training or specialized training in equivalent operation.

The starting rate in the SC-1 (Continued on page 4)
OPEIU certified for U.S., Canadian education units

The OPEIU has been certified by local labor boards as bargaining representative for office employees of an Ontario Board of Education and for a group of administrators at a school of excellence in New York City. Two other smaller units were won in NLRI elections in Puerto Rico.

Mid-Canada’s OPEIU Council was certified in Ontario for an 18-member unit at the Dryden Board of Education. Shortly after, two new employees were hired, bringing the unit to 20, reports OPEIU Representative Emil Sencer. He adds: “Since Education Boards in Ontario are being consolidated I feel this unit will continue to grow.”

This is the third board of education organized by the OPEIU. The others are in East Hartford, Conn., and in Pennsylvania.

Following a N. Y. State Labor Board election among a 32-member unit of administrators at the Albert Einstein School of Medicine, Local 153 was certified as bargaining representative. In the election, 27 voted for the union, three voted “no,” and two failed to vote. The margin for unionism was about 90%.

“These administrators are real professionals, all holding university degrees ranging from A.B. to Ph.D.,” Organizer Gerry Lustwicz deliciously states. “Some have as many as two or three degrees. The minimum salary in the lowest bracket is $12,000 annually. During contract negotiations, I expect the membership in this unit to grow to almost 100.”

OPEIU Representative Julio F. Cora reports that office workers in a 14-member unit at Abbott Laboratories in San Juan, P. R., voted 9-5 for the union. In a second election at Squibb Laboratories, the vote was 5-3-0 for the union.

Getting the OPEIU story: Lt. Gov. Mark Hogan of Colorado (left), touring recent Union Industries Show in Denver, stops at the OPEIU exhibit and chats with Durlene Wein, Nanevo Freight Lines employee; Local 5 President Barbara Harden, and Business Representative John Mienkat. The exhibit featured Remington Rand and Addressograph duplicator equipment. Given away in a raffle was a Remington Rand 11 portable typewriter.

New Georgia officers see growth

LOCAL 21 INSTALLS OFFICERS: Seated from left: Georgia State AFL-CIO Secretary J. W. Gile and Ruth Stanley, 1st vice-president Local 21; President Martha Smith, Georgia State AFL-CIO President J. O. Moore, and Mrs. Moore. Standing from left: Recording Secretary Dean Cyn, Mrs. Lesa Lunslett, delegate to Atlanta Georgia Labor Council; Peggy Ellis, Local 21 Secretary-Treasurer; Miriam Manning; Mary Norris and Carolyn Stephanie, trustees.

Mrs. Martha Smith, an attorney and new president of Local 21 in Atlanta, Ga., pledged her best efforts to expand the white-collar union movement in that state in her inaugural address installing new officers. She urged younger members to take a more active part in building up Local 21.

The ceremonies held at the Albert Pick Motor Inn were presided over by Georgia State AFL-CIO President J. O. Moore, with State AFL-CIO Secretary J. W. Gile the guest speaker. Gile urged Local 21 members to map out bold plans for expansion and pledged any assistance he could give personally, or in rallying other unionists to help organize white-collar employees. He expressed the hope of seeing the Georgia labor movement grow so strong and united that in future it would no longer have to go hat-in-hand to the state legislature.

President Smith introduced Mrs. Ida (Tilly) Howard, who is retiring. A Local 21 member for 23 years, she has served as its president and vice-president, and for many years was chairman of its contracts committee. She was also an international vice-president for two years.

Authorization cards

Cases involving union authorization cards are among the most difficult for the NLRI to handle because of the complexity of trying to ascertain the intent of an employee when he signs a card, according to NLRI member Sam Zagoria.

The Board is considering whether it should offer more guidance on how an authorization card should be drafted to avoid ambiguities as to intent. Zagoria mentions two “model” cards—one he suggested in a recent concurring opinion, the other recommended by the Committee on Labor and Social Legislation of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York.

Zagoria’s model card would state that the signer authorized the named union to represent him for the purpose of bargaining with the employer and concludes all agreements on wages, hours, and other terms of employment. In addition, it would state plainly that the signer understood that the card could be used by the union to obtain recognition from the employer without an election.

The Bar Committee’s model card also would state that the signer authorized the union as bargaining representative. It would then certify: “I understand that my signature on this card is the same as a vote for the union, and that if enough cards are signed the union may become the office union without an election.”

The OPEIU is in favor of general use of such cards.

Moonlighting bank employees

Most are not aware that the employees in your “friendly” bank in many cases have to moonlight to make ends meet because of their low wages. This was discovered by the OPEIU during recent campaigns to organize bank employees. We were unable to discover how many underpaid bank employees have to do this. However, the following statistics give us a clue.

About one out of every five male school teachers are holding two jobs to meet living expenses. The rate for firemen and policemen is one out of six; for postal service workers and other public administrative personnel, it’s one out of ten. For most of these moonlighters the extra job is not just to take them over temporary financial hurdle. Once begun, moonlighting becomes a way of life. In the aggregate, it all adds up to a pretty sizeable army seeking additional income to meet family needs.

Without a doubt, economic necessity was the primary force behind the recent growth of unionism in the fields of public service, especially among teachers. Firemen and policemen are now being attracted to unionism too. It is only a matter of time until bank employees, among the lowest-paid white-collar groups in the nation, also turn from moonlighting to unionism as the answer to their problems.

Buy U.S. bonds

Have you done anything about building a backup for your golden days? As you get ready for retirement, you should consider the tax advantages of U. S. Savings Bonds.

Interest on U. S. Savings Bonds is exempt from state and local income tax. For Federal income-tax purposes, the tax on accrued interest on Series E Bonds may be deferred until they are either redeemed or reached maturity. (No Series E or H Saving Bond has yet reached “final” maturity.)

This makes U. S. Savings Bonds an excellent retirement instrument. Income is usually lower in retirement years and, with the benefit of the double exemption after age 65, tax liability on accrued interest could be greatly reduced or even eliminated. If you want regular income, Savings Bonds provide another retirement option—again, with a big tax advantage. Series E Bonds may be exchanged for current-income Series H Bonds, with the accumulated interest applied as part of the purchase price of the H Bonds.

The tax liability on such E-Bond interest may be further deferred until the H Bonds are redeemed or mature. Series H Bonds pay interest by Treasury check every six months. Those payments must be reported currently for Federal income-tax purposes.
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**White-collar unionism has opened up new horizons for 1,100 Local 434 members, youthful employees of Montreal City & District Savings Bank who signed their first contract a year ago, says 29-year-old President Robert Deslauriers. Averge age of the "swinging" Canadian unit is 20. Ethusiastic run high. Deslauriers says in a review of the year's activities. Membership meetings are large, standard by diversification activities, inspired by the 11-member Executive Committee. It held 60 meetings last year. All 77 bank branches are represented on a General Council.

After the initial contract was signed, boosting salaries from $1,200 to $2,750 annually, six sub-committees were set up. They were charged with planning sport activities; social events; women's activities; publicity; grievance procedures, and labor education. As a result, two big dances were organized, bringing out 900 members; a golf tournament attracted 300 others. A very active hockey team exists. Yoga classes are popular with female members. Another 100 participated in two charter flights, one to Bermuda, the other to Florida. During Christmas, a campaign raised $1,915 to help Montreal's sick, and needy. A small cooperative was also set up to furnish free gift boxing for members. The plan secured sport equipment, autos and refrigerators at greatly reduced prices. These savings had a special appeal, Deslauriers says.

Local 434's officers and stewards eagerly participate in OPEIU and Canadian Labour Congress educational courses. More than 26 years' recent two-day OPEIU course in St. Donat where proposals for the next contract were started.

The cordial relations between union and management are reflected in contract amendments by mutual agreement. The improvements were negotiated with help from Romeo Corbeil, OPEIU's Regional Representative for Eastern Canada. They included a raise of 5% in all grade salary maximums; a new maternity leave clause, and a review of job descriptions adjusting upward pay for many long-time employees.

Deslauriers says that Local 434 members continually urge all Canadian union officials, other union members and their families to patronize Montreal's first unionized bank. Before joining the OPEIU, these bank employees were among the lowest paid in Canada. Now they enjoy the highest pay among Canadian bank employees.

**Local 15 scores**

(Continued from page 1) will range from a minimum of $370 a month to a maximum of $1,000 a month after four years. The work week was reduced from 37½ hours to 35. The new vacation schedule calls for three weeks after three years, four after 12, and five after 20 years.

Also agreed on is an excellent sick leave bank, coupled with a long-term indemnity plan; severance allowances up to 12 weeks pay for long-term employees, and generous retraining provisions in the event of technological changes.

"Throughout the negotiations, the employer demonstrated unusual goodwill and responsibility," Brian James reports. "A mediation officer was not required at any time. Both sides can be proud of the excellent working conditions and wages which resulted."

**16% in two steps won at Ontario hospital**

Wage boosts totaling 16% in a two-year contract, in addition to more liberal vacation and other fringe benefits, have been negotiated by Local 347 in Ontario, Canada, for 70 office employees at Toronto General Hospital.

A 8½% wage increase takes effect in the first year, with another 7½% in the second. New classes cover jury duty, call outs and coffee breaks.

The new vacation clause reduces eligibility from eight to seven years for three weeks.
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**New OPEIU V.P.**

John Kelly, elected an OPEIU Vice President and member of the Executive Board, is secretary-treasurer of the 13,000-member Local 153 in New York.

**Canadian Price Index**
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**India bank employees present major demands**

The All India Bank employees Federation and the India Banks Association, representing management, are currently negotiating a new three-year contract. The union is asking: **A 20% wage increase.** **Cost-of-living allowance frozen into basic pay.** **Employee contribution of 8½% of total wages paid into the welfare fund to improve pensions payments.** **Higher basic pay scales for head cashier, clerks, tellers, streetographers and technical staffs.**

Improvement in medical facilities, leave rules, and other service conditions.

Increased rental allowance and more adequate housing facilities.

Under the laws of India, the banking industry is designated as a "public service utility."

The union unites bank employees nationwide.
From the desk of the President

Local successes show what can be done

As time goes by, the Office & Professional Employees International Union continues to grow in membership at home and prestige abroad. As shown in the news columns in this issue you learn of many new developments; new organizing areas being opened up; a new interest in unionism showing up in the least expected places. Putting these items together you detect a trend; that white-collar unionism now is the "in thing".

For years we've heard of the difficulties in organizing office employees because they consider themselves "part of management." Or that unionism is "beneath their dignity" and so on. Management in the past circulated this propaganda, but more sophisticated white-collar workers these days regard it as pure fiction.

This new breed of office worker is now going all-out for unionism. This is illustrated by Local 434's 32-member unit of administrators at the Albert Einstein School of Medicine in New York City. The members are all professionals, holding university degrees from A.B. to Ph.D. some having as many as three or four degrees. The lowest-paid member already is in the $12,000 salary bracket. But they voted 90% for the union and collective bargaining.

What is so significant about this vote is that these individuals felt so strongly the need for unionism. Certainly, their academic training equips them to take a leading places in today's stiff competition for top jobs. If they feel they need unionism, isn't this still question more urgent for clerks, typists, secretaries and stenographers who need unionism far more than these professionals? There is an explanation, of course.

The professionals are trained to analyze, to think ahead, to make decisions. They recognize trends; they realize that the future of all white-collar workers—no matter how highly-skilled—can be protected only through collective bargaining. They are aware of the growing number of mergers, the giant conglomerates, and the insecurities posed for individuals by such developments. Another story tells about a 20-member unit certified by the National Labor Relations Board for office employees of the Dryden Board of Education in Ontario. This is the third education board organized by the OPEIU in a brand new field for unionism.

Moreover, education boards are being consulted in Ontario. As this trend grows in both countries, employees must unionize to safeguard their jobs.

Down in Wall Street, ancient citadel of anti-unionism, Local 205 is growing steadily. In Wall Street jargon, members are talking about a "bull market" for the union whose membership has jumped 56% in about a year. It continues to grow. Something must have happened.

OPEIU President Howard Coughlin greets Cardinal Pius Yu-Pin, of Taiwan, at a recent luncheon in New York given for the prelate by the International Longshoremen's Association.

Something did happen. Its dedicated young officers have carried out a persistent educational campaign to convince non-members that good contracts result only from high union membership in the bargaining unit. Their campaign paid off; new members are flocking aboard and bigger days lie ahead.

Of course, the story about Local 434 in Canada, representing the 1,100 employees of the Montreal City and District Savings Bank, is a most inspiring one. These "swinging" youngsters (average age 20) have developed bright new ideas. They don't confine unionism to "broad-and-buttter" issues alone.

Membership meetings are unusually well-attended because something new is happening all the time in the way of social, sport, cultural or group travel activities. These happenings attract the young people; they want to be where the action is, and Local 434 provides them with the action.

The point I want to make is that we must all look for new horizons; for new fields to organize, for new activities that will attract and interest both present and future union members. We must try to make unionism something more than just bargaining for a contract every few years. We must try to make it a more exciting way of life, a means of bringing to each individual new opportunities for self-development. Actually, organizing such activities is a wonderful way to discover latent executive talents.

During your vacation, as you lie on a beach or sit on a lawn chair relaxing, give the Union a little thought. Every member has an idea, or some plan he or she would like to put in effect for the benefit of all. These ideas can give our organization new strength and vitality for the future.

Dreaming about things, however, is useless. You will have to attend your local meetings to present them to fellow-members, win their consent and arouse enthusiasm to put them in effect. If you do this conscientiously, the OPEIU and the white-collar union movement will sweep ahead even faster in the near future.

Perseverance pays for Pennwalt unit

SIGNING FIRST CONTRACT: Seated from left: A. M. Nugent, Pennwalt's Manager of Industrial Relations; Local 10 President Thelma O'Dell, and Area Manager Herman J. Eichenhofer. Standing are Henry Królikowski, Pennwalt's Supervisor of Labor Relations; Robert Warshin and Chief Steward James Doherty, members of OPEIU negotiating team.

A 7.2% wage hike plus many fringe benefits were won in a first one-year contract for Local 10's new 62-member Pennwalt (formerly Zephyr Chemicals) group of the chemical company's Detroit branch. Its employees voted 3-to-1 for OPEIU representation in a recent NLRB election.

The pact also won a "very good pension plan," reports Local 10 President Thelma O'Dell. It provides a modified union shop with dues check-off and maintenance of membership; 9½ paid holidays; sick leave based on seniority with 10 days

*TV A package brings unit wage gains of up to $1,000

(Continued from page 1)

schedule is $4,650, rising to the maximum rate of $11,650 in the SC-C salary grade.

Arbitration Issue
A plan for limited arbitration of negotiating impasses was put off for later discussion. Under the Panel's plan, the arbitrator would be restricted to accepting either TVA's final solution or the Panel's. No compromise would be permitted, and the decision would be final and binding on the parties.

The Panel believes this device would preserve "realistic bargaining" while providing a means for third-party resolution of negotiating impasses. The Panel already has brought arbitration of grievances but lacks the right to call a strike to back up its negotiating demands.

Pauline Bergstrom of Local 12 and Marguerite Theis of Local 16 are the first recipients of checks from the Twin Cities Pension Fund, established jointly by the St. Paul and Minneapolis OPEIU units in August, 1964. The presentation took place at a meeting of the trustees at Midway Motor Lodge. Local 12 Business Representative H. R. Markason hands check to Pauline Bergstrom, as Marguerite Theis gets hers from Edna Schwartz of Local 16.